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Abstract: In his article "About the Concept of 'Gnosticism' in Fiction Studies" Fryderyk Kwiatkowski 
notices that in the twentieth-century humanities the concept of Gnosticism has become a popular term 
for labelling tendencies in modernity and postmodernity. Kwiatkowski argues that the majority of schol-
ars in fiction studies base their research on outdated methodologies. In consequence, Kwiatkowski pre-
sents an overview of contemporary approaches in Gnostic studies and discusses how they can be 
adapted in studies of literature, film, video games, comic books, etc. By outlining advantages and dis-
advantages of methodological approaches, Kwiatkowski posits that in studies of fiction with Gnostic 
components it is advantageous to adhere to precise methods, terminology, and explanation including 
their limitations and the purposes of application. 
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About the Concept of "Gnosticism" in Fiction Studies 
 
In the twentieth century the religious phenomenon known as Gnosticism has gained much interest (see, 
e.g., Brakke; King; Williams). Gnosticism as a category has been used not only by scholars in religious 
studies, but also by researchers from other fields including cultural studies, political philosophy, literary 
studies, etc. The problematic nature of the subject affected the research of scholars who have tried to 
propose several theories of modernity based on the idea of Gnosticism (see, e.g., Blumenberg; Jonas; 
Voegelin) or to broaden our understanding of various phenomena in Western culture (see, e.g., Bloom; 
Filoramo; Hanegraaff). Unfortunately, in many cases their research lead to ineffectual outcomes. Ioan 
P. Culianu summarized these efforts by writing that "Once I believed that Gnosticism was a well-defined 
phenomenon belonging to the religious history of Late Antiquity … I was to learn soon, however, that I 
was a naif indeed. Not only Gnosis was gnostic, but the catholic authors were gnostic, the neoplatonic 
too. Reformation was gnostic, Communism was gnostic, Nazism was gnostic, liberalism, existentialism 
and psychoanalysis were gnostic too, modern biology was gnostic, Blake, Yeats, Kafka, Rilke, Proust, 
Joyce, Musil, Hesse and Thomas Mann were gnostic. From very authoritative interpreters of Gnosis, I 
learned further that science is gnostic and superstition is gnostic; power, counter-power and lack of 
power are gnostic; left is gnostic and right is gnostic; Hegel is gnostic and Marx is gnostic; Freud is 
gnostic and Jung is gnostic; all things and their opposite are equally gnostic" (290-91). In my view, 
Culianu exhibits oversimplifications and pitfalls made by scholars who used terms Gnostic and Gnosti-
cism too loosely and not much has changed since he wrote his words. The way I see it, most scholars 
who are not in the field of Gnostic studies still reproduce many stereotypes on Gnosticism. This problem, 
however, stems mainly from the fact that scholars in Gnostic studies themselves have not come to the 
consensus whether the concept of Gnosticism should be abandoned, narrowed only to one group of early 
Christians, or reformulated. The objective of my study is to discuss contemporary methodological ap-
proaches in Gnostic studies which can be applied in fiction studies (especially literary studies, film stud-
ies, and video game studies). By outlining the advantages and disadvantages of each method I show 
their possible use for scholars in fiction studies. This, I hope, should make their prospective examinations 
of fictional narratives more precise and up-to-date with new trends in Gnostic studies. 
Before proceeding to examine whether some ideas expressed in a fictional text can be read as Gnos-
tic, a scholar should clearly expose the methodological perspective from which she/he is willing to pro-
vide an interpretation. In contemporary scholarship we can outline at least three possible approaches 
towards Gnosticism. I do not hold that this list should be seen as perfectly reflecting all the methods 
available in the contemporary scholarship on Gnosticism, but for the purposes of this article I find it the 
simplest and most informative: 1) Typological: a) Gnosticism as single religion b) Gnosticism as inter-
pretive or heuristic category 2) Self-designation 3) Identity formation. The typological model a) assumes 
that Gnosticism was a distinct religion, independent from Christianity which manifested itself in various 
currents and schools, for example in Sethianism or Valentinianism, but nonetheless it comprised a ho-
mogenous movement describable by a set of common features. This approach became influential and 
popular in defining Gnosticism also outside scholarship. It is understandable owing to the clarity of the 
results that this method yields. Many scholars followed Hans Jonas's work and developed a typological 
approach he proposed (see, e.g., Pearson; Rudolph). However, after the Nag Hammadi Library had been 
found scholars have begun to realize that the very concept of Gnosticism should be either abandoned 
or completely reformulated. Many scholars pointed out that typological approach is ineffective, gives 
oversimplifying view on the phenomenon and does not capture the diversity of positions among the so-
called Gnostics. Karen L. King in her What Is Gnosticism? exposed that twentieth-century scholarship 
on Gnosticism stems from the discourse of orthodoxy and heresy. The term and concept of Gnosticism 
"was substituted for heresy as the object of the discourse. The functions of this object were transformed, 
at times working … Yet the function of this discourse has remained unchanged: to represent the other" 
(What Is Gnosticism? 219). King argues that by positing a single religion behind the category of Gnos-
ticism modern scholars have reproduced the discourse of orthodoxy and heresy which was not estab-
lished in the second and third century. Jonas "contributed to the reification of Gnosticism as an inde-
pendent religion and a singular monolithic phenomenon" (see King, What Is Gnosticism? 135). King's 
critique of typological approach that presupposes Gnosticism as the monolithic movement is hard to 
ignore. Drawing conclusions from such a method might easily lead to distortion of the meaning of ex-
amined material and contribute to developing stereotypes. Thus, we might ask how it can be fruitful for 
a scholar in fiction studies to employ this approach and to argue that several motifs presented in a 
fictional work refer or resemble certain ideas manifested in Gnosticism. Firstly, by applying this approach 
a scholar makes it more suitable for a reader, who is unfamiliar with ancient Gnostic thought, to learn 
some basic knowledge on manifold religious currents which flourished especially in the Middle East in 
the second and third centuries. Typological approach towards Gnosticism, understood as a single reli-
gion, gives a clear understanding of this movement and Jonas's work still comprises "the classic starting 
point for exploring this topic" (King, What Is Gnosticism? 135). However, a scholar who provides an 
interpretation of a selected fictional work should clearly depict the limitations of this method and high-
light the introductory character of the analysis. Unfortunately, the majority of scholars both in the fields 
of literary studies and film studies have unwittingly based their Gnostic examination of fictional works 
on typological approach in its a) version (see e.g. Landess; Mawby; Mackey). In most cases, they indis-
criminately referred to works of Hans Jonas (The Gnostic Religion) and Kurt Rudolph (Gnosis) to depict 
what Gnosticism "is" without discussing problems of the use of this method, persuasively highlighted by 
King and other scholars. Having said that, it could be interesting if a scholar used this approach to depict 
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some fictional work as displaying Gnostic motifs in the way that it reproduces the discourse of orthodoxy 
and heresy. For instance, in one of his interviews Czesław Miłosz said that his interests in Gnosticism 
and Manichaeism had begun with studying the textbook on the history of the Church, Roman Ar-
chutowski's Historia Kościoła Katolickiego w zarysie ("An Overview of the History of The Catholic 
Church"). Archutowski described beliefs of Gnostics and Manichaeists from a theological point of view 
which inspired Miłosz to express his personal experience of dualistic attitude towards the world (Miłosz 
qtd. in Kaźmierczyk, Dzieło demiurga 8-9, 15-16). Moreover, Miłosz revealed in his interview that he 
was later inspired by Hans Jonas's The Gnostic Religion: "Frankly, when I was giving lectures at the 
university about Manichaeism, then as a course book I gave to students the book of Hans Jonas, a 
German professor, on Gnosticism. He cites in there some texts, for instance the classic of Gnostic liter-
ature, that is … Hymn of the Pearl" (Miłosz qtd. in Gorczyńska, Podróżny Świata 55; unless indicated 
otherwise, all translations are mine). Therefore, it is no surprise that typological approach, represented 
by Hans Jonas or Gilles Quispel, was shared by Miłosz (Kaźmierczyk 43-47). Not only can we find Gnostic 
motifs in the literary works of Miłosz but, according to Zbigniew Kaźmierczyk, he also used them to 
interpret and express his own personal experience (19). For this reason, it is tempting to assume that 
since Miłosz's knowledge on Gnosticism was built on books whose authors reproduced the discourse of 
orthodoxy and heresy he also could do the same in his literary works. I will not try to examine this issue 
further. My aim is only to show that there might be few possible ways of adapting typological approach 
to fiction studies which assume Gnosticism as a religion. However, it is of crucial importance that a 
scholar depicts this method as one of several possible options and for what reasons she/he uses it.  
The propositions of the second group in Gnostic studies are also embedded in the typological ap-
proach. However, their adherents do not claim that Gnosticism was a single religion. They use the 
category of Gnosticism rather as an interpretive and heuristic concept that can be useful in comparing 
a group of texts and thinkers who expressed similar ideas, not to define a religious phenomenon under-
stood as monolithic entity (see, e.g., Marjanen; Markschies; van den Broek). Their propositions are 
purely academic constructs which aim is to delineate some characteristic features of Nag Hammadi 
scriptures, but at the same time not to conceive them as determinants for the whole Gnostic movement. 
However, this approach also has its limitations and problems because any typological method artificially 
extracts certain features and presents them as definitional elements of a phenomenon while disregarding 
other traits, which are seen as less relevant. Typological approaches can easily essentialize by disre-
garding the fact that it develops in time. Advocates of typological approaches which see Gnosticism as 
heuristic concept used for comparison try to evade King's objection. They are aware of the immense 
diversity of ideas expressed in Nag Hammadi literature which are hard to put into one single category. 
Thus, scholars build typological definitions to find certain similarities between chosen texts and explain 
them without positing that they represent a single phenomenon. This method might not be entirely 
satisfactory for scholars in Gnostic studies because it only contributes partially to understand the broad 
range of religious movements and currents of late antiquity. However, its application to fiction studies 
can bring results. A Scholar might note that she/he is not aiming to give a proper definition of the terms 
"Gnostic" or "Gnosticism" and simply leaves this issue to historians of religion. She/he can use the 
concept of Gnosticism as an interpretive category to argue that some work, for example a novel or a 
film, manifests certain ideas that can be linked with those formulated in Nag Hammadi texts. By doing 
it, scholar puts greater emphasis on the connections between motifs and ideas instead of definitional 
problems with Gnosticism. For example, Marcin Czerwiński proposes the category of "crambs of gnosis" 
which means certain "unspecified gnostic tendencies which appear in all kinds of heterogenic, distinctive 
even, philosophical positions. It should be elaborated that 1) these elements of gnosis can work in 
complete detachment from their religious, sacral roots 2) sometimes they are implemented in a context 
which is ideologically alien for them 3) they can occur individually without any connection to other 
features of ideological complex of gnosis. We use terms "gnostic" or "gnosis" … or "gnosticism" … only 
because it facilitates the classification of themes and motifs which -- as it appears "live" totally inde-
pendent from historical and cultural basis of gnosis/gnosticism" (Smutek labiryntu 50). Czerwiński sees 
the crambs of gnosis as specific patterns, a set of recurring motifs in different times and historical 
contexts in Western culture. Although he does not place his methodology within the typological approach 
towards Gnosticism, understood as interpretive category, nevertheless he certainly moves into that 
direction. However, I cannot agree with the third assumption he makes, namely that we can name some 
motifs Gnostic without referring them to the mythological expressions of gnosis of late antiquity. If we 
isolate only one or two ideas from the original scripture and claim it still has a Gnostic meaning then we 
would make a false statement. 
The reason of my disagreement for this is that many ideas formulated in Nag Hammadi scriptures 
can be also found in other religious and nonreligious narrative texts. Artur Jocz, in his study on Jerzy 
Przybyszewski's Androgyne, states that the author "metaphorically presented flesh as a hypersensitive 
mean which is absolutely vulnerable to every kinds of experience. One could venture a statement about 
excessive, totally unjustified vulnerability to physical suffering or bliss. In that way flesh becomes a 
prison in which human being is subjected to enslavement as a result of his own sensual attentiveness" 
(106). Jocz links the motif of body as prison with the negative assessment of flesh which can be found 
in Gnosticism. However, he does not place this motif within the broader network of ideas expressed in 
Nag Hammadi scriptures. That makes his interpretation unconvincing since the concept of body as tomb 
or prison for the soul was also present in Orphism or Platonism. Jocz adds that the negative evaluation 
of flesh was also expressed in Platonism or Neo-Platonism but he does not outline what are the reasons 
for such a view in both cases. Robert Galbreath discussed already in 1981 a similar problem which he 
called after David H. Fischer the "fallacy of the perfect analogy" (247). The latter explains that this 
problem takes place when one makes wrong inference from "a partial resemblance between two entities 
... to the false conclusion that they are the same in all respects" (247). Galbreath argued that "the 
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statement … that Gnosticism surfaces today in 'such a classics of existentialist despair as Camus's The 
Stranger rests on the unproven assumptions that existentialism and Gnosticism are sufficiently defined 
by despair, that the despair is identical in both, and, for that matter, that The Stranger is in fact a novel 
of existentialist despair. A similar example is the familiar practice of describing the modern literature of 
alienation as ipso facto gnostic, as though 'alienation' possess an invariant meaning, regardless of cul-
tural context" (23).  
Jacek Kwosek, about Stanisław Lem's work, provides more examples which support my view that we 
cannot name some motif Gnostic without referring it to other ideas displayed in Gnosticism: "the ap-
proach towards the world as tainted by evil; the idea of imprisonment in the world; the idea of 'imperfect 
God' … ironic or negative attitude to human body; finally anthropological pessimism … It is worth high-
lighting that some of these themes individually are not Gnostic. We can find anthropological pessimism 
in St. Augustine's thought, with negative attitude to flesh we are also facing in some Christian ascetic 
texts and Neo-Platonic philosophy. However, the combination of these themes from Lem's works is 
characteristic of Gnosticism" (213). On the example of the study of Jocz and by referring to Kwosek I 
attempt to show that themes and motifs which are present in Nag Hammadi scriptures if taken in isola-
tion, might be also traced in other religious and intellectual currents. Therefore, Czerwiński is wrong 
when he assumes that Gnostic ideas can reappear individually in different times and they can be ana-
lyzed without relating them to their primordial religious context. In my view, what makes them Gnostic 
is the context of other ideas expressed in Nag Hammadi texts with which they remain in a relationship. 
The idea of body as prison in Neo-Platonism and Gnosticism stems from different metaphysical assump-
tions. Therefore, Gnostic ideas in fictional works should be studied only by placing them within the 
broader context of Gnostic thought if, of course, we want to stick with terms Gnostic and Gnosticism.  
Robert Galbreath, about Gnosticism in philosophy, depicted how can we meaningfully speak about 
Gnostic themes in different historical contexts: "The senses in which it is either useful or accurate to 
speak of the gnostic nature of, or gnostic tendencies in, existentialism, Nazism, cosmology, postmod-
ernism, occultism, or literary theory need to be specified. The specificity must refer to features which 
are contextually significant and which continuously inform the text, movement, or phenomenon in ques-
tion. Such features naturally must parallel or be derived from the major structures (usually binary) of 
traditional Gnostic thought: the radical dualism of matter and spirit, light and darkness, good and evil; 
the opposition between this-worldly imprisonment and otherworldly salvation; the linking of psychology, 
ontology, and soteriology in the paired categories of sleep/awakening, forgetting/remembering, igno-
rance/knowledge (gnosis)" (22). When Galbreath wrote these words, the typological approach to Gnos-
ticism represented by Jonas or Rudolph still awaited revision. Hence in contemporary typological ap-
proaches in which Gnosticism is understood as interpretive or heuristic category, can put the accent on 
different features of Nag Hammadi scriptures. Regardless of the presented characteristics of Gnosticism 
the fundamental interpretive mechanism should remain the same: despite which typology scholar adapts 
she/he should try to find all the equivalents of Gnostic features he described in the examined fictional 
work. However, the meaning of some idea expressed in a fictional work do not necessarily has to display 
exactly the same meaning and function of its Gnostic prototype. Let me refer to Galbreath again who in 
his critical analysis on the use of the term "modern Gnosticism" explains that this idea "cannot be defined 
usefully without specifying the components which constitute its modernity and its Gnosticism. I argued 
previously that the gnostic quality must encompass, parallel, or derive from the major structures of 
early Gnostic thought. It cannot isolate a single feature from the larger Gnostic context that includes its 
binary. Alienation without enlightenment, for example, is not gnostic, ancient or modern. This criterion 
alone invalidates or limits much that is written about modern Gnosticism. But this is not to say that the 
alienation and the enlightenment of modern Gnosticism must be identical with their prototypes of the 
second and third centuries. Modern Gnosticism is not ancient Gnosticism in the twentieth century. The 
modernity of modern Gnosticism is not a chronological property, but a function of the displacement of 
recognizably Gnostic structures from an ontology of metaphysical transcendence to a psychology of 
immanence, relativity, and imputed rather than inherent meaning. The distinctive feature [of modern 
Gnosticism] is instead the effect of the displacement upon the traditional Gnostic message" (34). As I 
highlighted earlier, although Galbreath's account is rooted in typological understanding of "Gnosticism 
as religion," the main line of his argument can be extended to other approaches towards Gnosticism 
and applied to Fiction Studies. By examining Gnostic motifs in fictional works, we should not only demon-
strate the similarities between certain ideas in fiction and Gnosticism, but also explain the differences 
between them. 
Following Antti Marjanen, I call the third stance towards Gnosticism "self-designation" (207). Advo-
cates of this method argue that in the second and third century there was a group whose representatives 
could be distinguished on two premises: first, they used a specific language to self-differentiate them-
selves from other early Christian groups and second, their opponents also used a specific vocabulary to 
designate them. By and large, in scholarship this group has been called Gnostics or Sethians owing to 
the relevance of the Seth figure who was perceived as the ancient forebear of the saved human beings. 
On that basis scholars have tried to reconstruct all the information that could well define this religious 
community: both the texts they produced, including the myth they shared, and social practices, such 
as baptismal ritual (see, eg., Brakke; Layton). Therefore, adherents of this approach instead of using 
umbrella term Gnosticism prefer to speak about one distinctive group -- that is, Gnostics or Sethians -
- within wider religious network of that time. This method avoids the allegations of selectivity with which 
the typological and interpretive approaches have to struggle. It puts the accent on the community that 
"truly existed" through the study of the myth they shared and practices that shaped their identity. The 
most recent proposition within this paradigm came from David Brakke who in the light of Gospel of 
Judas (Codex Tchacos) strengthened the argument that we might speak about the existence of a group 
named "the Gnostics." He admits that the corpus of texts which in his view were written by the Gnostics 
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coincides with what scholars consider as Sethian literature. Nonetheless, he prefers to speak about "the 
Gnostic school of thought." Brakke bases his account on Irenaeus's testimony and argues that scholars 
could abandon qualifier "Sethian" since it suggests the possibility of other forms of Gnosticism (31-41). 
King, however, questions that the group described by Brakke should be named Gnostics instead of 
Sethians (Rev. of The Gnostics 299). 
Applying the self-designation approach comprises a middle way in the reception of Gnostic ideas in 
fiction studies. On the one hand, the problematic concept of Gnosticism is thrown away and instead we 
are given a much more clear understanding of the term Gnostic based on numerous ancient testimonies. 
On the other, the explanatory power of such method is greatly reduced only to one mythical narrative. 
Thus, if a scholar does not have a compelling evidence that a fictional work could be based on Sethian-
Gnostic mythology, disregarding other schools of Gnosticism, or it clearly resembles ideas expressed in 
Sethian literature then in my opinion further restrictions should be made. For the long time in the history 
of Western culture a broad range of ideas which have been commonly concerned as Gnostic (in a broad 
sense) were transmitted through the works of Church Fathers. It is reasonable to assume that one of 
the results of the prevalent discourse of orthodoxy and heresy was that certain ideas amid early Christian 
groups, which were later labelled as Gnostic, could influence many scholars, science-fiction authors or 
filmmakers under the very notion of Gnosticism: Carl G. Jung, Philip K. Dick, or the Wachowskis to name 
a few. I am referring, in particular, to many clichés of Gnosticism, such as anticosmological dualism, the 
opposition between evil Demiurge and transcendent God, the Gnostic redeemer myth and so on. Hence 
it would be very difficult to argue that in some fictional work only Sethian ideas can be found. Rather, 
in great number of narrative works the ideas associated with Gnosticism have been depicted in less 
specified form, especially in Hollywood films (see, e.g., Kwiatkowski; Verarde; Wagner and Flannery-
Daily; Wilson). However, a scholar who adapts self-designation approach to his study can argue that, 
although in the analyzed work one might find many other ideas of late antiquity, she/he is in pursuit of 
giving the interpretation only in the light of Sethian texts. Therefore, the aim would be to expose only 
Sethian reading of examined work although it should not be perceived as determining other possible 
meanings of the work. 
The last approaches I discuss and that can be useful to apply to fiction studies are the most radical 
and methodologically accurate in the field of Gnostic studies. These theories are lumped together under 
the umbrella of theories of "identity formation." Their adherents share views partly with scholars of the 
self-designation method to the extent that they stress the importance of how early Christians distin-
guished themselves from each other and through what rhetoric and social practices they shaped their 
identities. King outlines that these approaches aim "to understand the discursive strategies and pro-
cesses by which early Christians developed notions of themselves as distinct from others within the 
Mediterranean world (and were recognized as such by others), including the multiple ways in which 
Christians produced various constructions of what it means to be Christian. Methodologically, it is ori-
ented toward the critical analysis of practices, such as producing texts; constructing shared history 
through memory, selective appropriation, negotiation, and invention of tradition; developing ritual per-
formances such as baptism and meals; writing and selectively privileging certain theological forms (e.g., 
creeds) and canons; forming bodies and gender; making place and marking time; assigning nomencla-
ture and establishing categories; defining 'others' and so on" (King, "Which Early Christianity?" 73). 
To put it briefly, these varieties of methods highlight the hybrid identity of early Christians and the 
rhetorical strategies of self-identification including the language of ethnicity and citizenship. In contrast 
to the self-designation method, the method of identity formation approach does not presuppose clear 
bounds between early Christians. Rather, they blur the distinctions amid them and stress the diversity 
of sources. Moreover, they argue that the categories modern scholars have applied to group early Chris-
tians together, for example under the notion of Gnosticism or "proto-orthodoxy," do not fairly reflect 
the fluidity of their identities. Scholars suggest these constructs partly stem from the rhetoric used by 
early Christians to give the impression that they differed from each other more than they really did. 
Thus, it is inappropriate to speak about clearly defined communities of Christians, for instance "the 
Gnostics," even if we consider their constant self-development within polemical discourse. The usage of 
such wide but rigid social categories would lead us, they argue, to reification. It would confine our 
understanding of the religious phenomenon of late antiquity to an unduly narrow view which cannot 
encompass the dynamics and pluriformity of an ongoing process of shaping the limits of authority and 
boundaries of acceptable difference in early Christianity (King, Rev. of The Gnostics 298). Therefore, 
scholars who advocate identity formation approaches tend to focus on individual authors and texts as 
the smallest possible entities for analysis and to place them within the cultural milieu of late antiquity. 
Their goal is to expose the variety of resources which served as means for creating multiple forms of 
Christianity that mutually influenced one another and contributed to what we now understand as "the 
Church." 
Hence it is no surprise when King does not share Brakke's view that the term Gnostic can be reha-
bilitated by reducing its meaning to one group because "talking about a distinctive group of 'the 'Gnos-
tics' or Sethians could further promote imagining some sort of unified or overly well-differentiated social 
group too early, too widespread, and too persistent" (Rev. of The Gnostics 300). Brakke, however, 
points out that methods which concentrate on the rhetoric omit the importance of social practices: 
"Heresy was indeed an invention, but not one created through rhetoric alone. Rather, it was created 
also through practices such as excommunication, ritualized condemnation, and silencing of texts. Cohe-
sion of religious groups was not just a function of shared ideas; it was also the effect of such practices 
as repeated rituals, exchange of letters and gifts, and patronage … Such practices had real social effects. 
Boundaries among early Christian groups may have been porous and in constant need of reassertion, 
but sometimes they did exist. Our goal should be to see neither how a single Christianity expressed 
itself in diverse ways, nor how one group of Christians emerged as the winner in a struggle, but how 
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multiple Christian identities and communities were continually created and transformed" (15). Brakke 
highlights that transmission of ideas does not take place in "social vacuum." Since early Christians 
performed the practices Brakke enumerates, including people who produced the so-called Sethian texts, 
then can we count these practices as the criterion for a distinctive, fully-fledged communities whose 
representatives had a clear sense of self-identity? Both Brakke and King seem right in a way depending 
on the methodology they presuppose. Although it would be convenient if a more subtle approaches 
would arise that could bring together the diversity amid early Christians, including the variety of cultural 
sources and methods of self-differentiation on the one hand, and the importance of social practices 
through which they continually re-invented their hybrid identities on the other. Nonetheless, how can 
we use the identity formation approaches to examine fictional works in the light of Nag Hammadi texts? 
The advantage of such an approach is that a scholar does not have to deal with such problematic terms 
as Gnostic or Gnosticism whatsoever. The Nag Hammadi scriptures would not be read through artificially 
created concepts which modern scholars tried to impose onto them. Instead, these texts are perceived 
individually but not in isolation from the context of late antiquity. King explicitly expresses her stance 
by saying that "we need to refer to individual texts. That is, rather than generalize about what Gnostics 
believe or what Sethians believe -- especially as opposed to what Christians believe -- I think it best to 
talk about particular texts. The goal is not to create the perfect category (an impossibility in any case), 
but to make these texts available for critical and constructive work, whether in historical reconstruction 
or theology (King, The Secret Revelation ix). In The Secret Revelation of John King presents an extensive 
study of one of the most important Nag Hammadi texts. What is worth noting is that she does not embed 
her methodology in typological language, provides multiple interpretations, and pays special attention 
to the complex intertextual references which makes her reading thorough and placed outside of the 
paradigm of Gnosticism. Scholars in fiction studies can do a similar move that King does. They could 
provide a comparative analysis between one or a few selected texts of Nag Hammadi and the chosen 
work of fiction without referring to the concept of Gnosticism in modern scholarship. This type of study 
might lead to a fruitful outcome especially in terms of textual analysis. Scholar could seek for possible 
affinities between certain ideas, motifs, text structures or narrative patterns expressed in selected scrip-
ture(s) and the scrutinized fictional work. The greatest advantages of applying formation identity ap-
proaches to fiction studies are at least twofold. First, this kind of research would avoid many definitional 
problems that stem from the modern scholarship on Gnosticism. Secondly, it can definitely provide the 
high level of precision in determining the similarities between ancient texts and fictional works with the 
special emphasis on their intertextual character. However, this method lacks the possibility of depicting 
that certain fictional works could be based on the so-called Gnostic myth -- the artificial product of 
modern scholarship and Church Fathers. Let me illustrate my argument with an example. For instance, 
many motifs and ideas in films such as The Truman Show (1998), Dark City (1998), or The Matrix 
(1999) fit into the description of Gnosticism provided by Jonas. One can argue that they display the 
most stereotypic features of Gnosticism: anticosmological dualism, the figures of Savior, evil Demiurge 
and archons, dream motif or the idea of liberating gnosis. For this reason the application of identity 
formation approaches into fiction studies would not explain the possibility that the typological under-
standing of Gnosticism could have had the greatest influence on the popular discourse on Gnosticism. I 
certainly do not claim this is the main reason or the only explanation why certain works can be viewed 
through typological approach towards Gnosticism. My point here is that the identity formation ap-
proaches in fiction studies also has its limits. Since its use would be primarily focused on certain texts 
and motifs it could not elucidate to what extent typological approach to Gnosticism have influenced the 
understanding of this religious phenomenon in Western culture. This issue lies beyond the scope of 
questions to which identity formation approaches could provide an answer because advocates of this 
methods simply reject the category of Gnosticism. I hasten to add that I am not discussing the issue of 
how ideas expressed in Nag Hammadi texts have circulated over the ages and through which -- direct 
or indirect cultural streams -- could have influenced authors of narrative fiction works. This problem is 
especially puzzling for film scholars since most of Hollywood directors and screenwriters of 1990s and 
2000s in whose works one can find Gnostic motifs were most likely not aware of Gnosticism understood 
as interpretive context. Hence it is hard to provide a clear line of succession concerning how Gnostic 
ideas were transmitted into US-American popular culture and have become attractive for Hollywood 
filmmakers. 
Typological approach to Gnosticism, understood as a single religion, have long been indiscriminately 
used by scholars who proposed interpretations of fictional works in the light of Gnostic thought. The 
problem with their examinations is not that certain ideas expressed in Nag Hammadi scriptures, for 
example evil or malicious Demiurge, the idea of imprisonment within false reality or the motif of ascen-
sion through heavenly spheres, cannot be seen in fictional works of modernity or postmodernity. Rather, 
since they most frequently do not discuss their methodology or refer to the contemporary scholarship 
in Gnostic Studies they tend to find the concept of Gnosticism unproblematic. Thus the interpretations 
they give should not be viewed as exhaustive but only preliminary. Moreover, scholars in fiction studies 
who uncritically based their scrutiny on works of Hans Jonas, Kurt Rudolph or, more generally, typolog-
ical understanding of Gnosticism unknowingly placed their view within serious political and ethical dis-
cussion. For King when "modern historians adopt the same strategies as well as the content of the 
polemicists' construction of heresy to define Gnosticism, they are not just reproducing the heresy of the 
polemicists; they are themselves propagating the politics of orthodoxy and heresy. We should not there-
fore be surprised to observe twentieth-century historians using the category of Gnosticism to establish 
the bounds of normative Christianity—whether in Protestant anti-Catholic polemic, intra-Protestant de-
bate, or the colonial politics of Orientalism … The language, themes, and strategies of orthodoxy and 
heresy proved to be a powerful discourse, persisting in various forms up to our own day" (What Is 
Gnosticism? 54). 
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In conclusion, after groundbreaking scholarship by scholars such as Brakke, King, van den Broek, 
and Williams, advocates of typological understanding of Gnosticism perceived as a single religion have 
been losing ground and they have taken a defensive position. However, the typological approach to this 
ancient movement is not completely invalid. Scholars try to limit the meaning of terms Gnostic or Gnos-
ticism or they create subcategories such as "biblical demiurgical myth" (Williams 235) or "radical form 
of gnosis" (van den Broek 10) which are designed to elucidate a narrower scope of data. What is of 
crucial importance, is that they should clearly state the purposes for adapting such a view and highlight 
its preliminary character. As I argue, the terms and concepts of Gnosticism or Gnostic have been used 
too loosely, especially within cultural studies and fiction studies. The issues I discuss in this article do 
not exhaust the topic and the theoretical remarks for the studies in the reception of Gnosticism I attempt 
to elaborate demand further research. Nevertheless, I hope this topic would receive more attention from 
scholars who are eager to seek for Gnostic roots of cultural phenomena in a much more precise fashion, 
based on the contemporary results in Gnostic studies. 
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